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Abstract

Autoionization is an important pathway for the relaxation of electronically

excited states. In weakly bonded matter, efficient autoionization channels

have been found, in which not only the initially excited state, but also neigh-

bouring atoms or molecules take part. Since their theoretical prediction in

1997 these processes are known as Interatomic or Intermolecular Coulombic

Decay (ICD). The author summarizes the experimental research on ICD up

to the presence. Experiments on inner valence ICD in rare gas clusters, on

cascade ICD after Auger decay and on ICD of satellite states are explic-

itly discussed. First experiments on water clusters and on solutes will be

reviewed. An outlook on other non-local autoionization processes and on

future directions of ICD research closes the article.
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1. Introduction1

A vacancy site in an isolated atom or molecule can relax by floures-2

cence, dissociation or—if energy permits—by autoionization. If we, instead3

of the isolated situation, consider a vacancy in a cluster of identical atoms or4

molecules, one may ask if and how the environment influences the relaxation5

process. In the case of a strong covalent bonding, such as in metal clusters,6

the electronic structure changes completely and any comparison would be7

difficult. In the case of weak bonding, e.g. by hydrogen bridges or dispersion8

forces, it is possible to discuss the electronic structure in terms of the one of9

the isolated system. It is this case which we will discuss here. Considering10

autoionization in particular, this can take place if the ionization energy used11

to produce the initial vacancy is above the double ionization threshold of the12

system. It has long been known that the double ionization threshold of clus-13

ters is lower with respect to the monomer [1]. This is natural, as in a cluster14

two hole states can have the vacancies located at different sites, resulting in15

a Coulomb repulsion energy which is lower than in the isolated system. But16

will these states play any role in autoionization, is it possible that a single17

vacancy in a weakly bonded cluster undergoes a direct transition into a state18

consisting of positive charges at two different sites and a continuum electron?19

In the last thirteen years it has been found that such autoionization channels20

indeed exist, that often they are far more effective than any other mode of21

relaxation and that they exhibit so many qualitative differences from other22

autoionization transitions that it is meaningful to designate them by a new23

name: Intermolecular or Interatomic Coulombic Decay (ICD), resp. [2], de-24

pending on whether we discuss a system composed of atomic or molecular25

entities.26

This article intends to give a mini-review about the first years of research27
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on ICD from a experimentalists perspective. The plan of the work is as28

follows: A simple example will be used as an introduction into the topic in29

the next subsection, followed by some essential points from the theory of30

ICD. A number of experiments will be reviewed next, separated into sections31

on noble gas clusters and on other systems. A variant of ICD taking place32

after resonant excitation, instead of non-resonant ionization, will be described33

after that. I will close with some remarks about the perspectives of the field,34

and will use an appendix to discuss relations between ICD and numerous35

other processes.36

Due to the limited space available it is not possible to give a complete37

review of the field here, and I apologize to all whose important works are not38

cited here. Two useful reviews on the theory of ICD have appeared [3, 4].39

1.1. An example - the Ne dimer40

It is instructive to review an example. Figure 1 shows an energy diagram41

of Ne clusters in comparison to atomic Ne. Clearly, the Ne 2s level in atomic42

Ne cannot autoionize, and will decay by fluorescence on a ps time scale [5, 6].43

In a Ne dimer (or any larger Ne cluster) instead, a decay into a (Ne+ 2p−1)244

two hole state is energetically viable. The first successful experiments on ICD45

in 2003 [7] and 2004 [8, 9] confirmed that the expected autoionization process46

indeed takes place. Figure 2 gives a sketch of the three steps involved in ICD47

of the Ne dimer initiated by photon impact: 1. Photoionization of an inner48

valence level, 2. autoionization (the actual ICD), 3. Coulomb explosion of49

the final state, as the two vacancies produced repell each other. The reaction50

equation in this system reads51

hν +Ne2 →

NeNe+(2s−1) + e−ph →
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Ne+(2p−1) Ne+(2p−1) + e−ICD + e−ph. (1)

(e−ph and e−ICD denote the photoelectron and the ICD electron, resp.) The52

signature of ICD has been seen in all three steps described above: A lifetime53

broadening of the photoelectron line resulting from the instability of the54

Ne 2s level was demonstrated [9], the electrons resulting from ICD have been55

directly detected [7, 8] and the ion pair with opposite momenta of equal56

magnitude, created in the Coulomb explosion of the ICD final state, was57

seen using different variants of ion spectroscopy [8, 10].58

1.2. Theoretical Considerations59

Like all autoionization processes, ICD is driven by the Coulomb interac-60

tion between the electrons involved in the transition. The matrix element of61

the process can thus be written as62

〈iv, k̂ε|V |ov, ov′〉, (2)

where V is the Coulomb operator, |iv〉 is an inner valence electron, |k̂ε〉63

the continuum orbital with momentum k̂ and energy ε, and |ov〉, |ov′〉 outer64

valence orbitals located at one and the other site. It is important that for65

most cases the energy difference leading to IC decays is small. |k̂ε〉 describes66

an electron of low kinetic energy, that is of large wavelength. It is for this67

reason that the matrix element (2) may connect the two orbitals |ov〉, |ov′〉 at68

different site effectively. For a more detailed discussion of the matrix element69

I refer to the literature [3, 11]. Some results are mentioned here:70

• The matrix element (2) factorizes into a direct and an exchange term,71

the former being associated with energy transfer between the two sites72

and the latter with charge transfer. It turns out that energy transfer in73

most systems dominates by far. Non-local autoionization going along74

with charge transfer will be discussed below (sec. 5).75
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• The ICD rate depends strongly on the spatial distance R between the76

two entities involved. Without considering overlap between the orbitals77

|ov〉, |ov′〉 the rate drops ∼ R−6, characteristic of a dipole-dipole cou-78

pling. This is a remarkable property of ICD, as most energy and charge79

transfer processes known today have an exponential dependence on dis-80

tance. In realistic cases however, finite overlap between the orbitals81

strongly modifies the ICD rate. That is saying, when R is decreased82

from asymptotically large distances the rate increases much faster than83

R−6 as overlap sets in [11]. The asymptotic case might be reached for84

the Ne dimer, but for most other systems discussed here it is probable85

that orbital overlap does have an influence on the rate of the decay.86

• The R−6 dependence of ICD is reminiscent of Förster Resonant En-87

ergy Transfer (RET) [12], another process driven by a dipole-dipole88

coupling. Intermolecular Coulombic Decay however is not a resonant89

process, and therefore is far more general as RET. As a dipole-dipole90

coupling in quantum electrodynamics is mediated by photon exchange,91

the exchange of a virtual photon has been used as a rationalization for92

the energy transfer going on in ICD. At least in this context there is93

no rigorous definition of the notion of a virtual photon. One may say94

it is shorthand for a certain matrix element resulting from Coulombic95

Interactions.96

• Interatomic Coulombic Decay depends strongly on the number of near-97

est neighbours. The more neighbours, the faster ICD proceeds. For Ne,98

the rate saturates with Ne13, corresponding to one full shell of nearest99

neighbours [13].100
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The energetical prerequisites for ICD can be met in a very wide variety101

of systems, as has been recognized already in the first predictions of it [2]. It102

is therefore a phenomenon of universal importance, and recent experiments103

are starting to show this [14, 15, 16].104

Another way of expressing the physics in ICD is to say it is mediated105

by electron correlation. In theory, this view has enabled a most fascinating106

view on ICD: Using a formalism for the propagation of the correlated hole107

density in a quantum system, the authors of ref. [17] showed a time-dependent108

picture of the filling of a Ne 2s vacancy from a 2p orbital in NeAr, and the109

synchronous creation of an Ar 3p vacancy and a continuum electron.110

2. Experiments on noble gas clusters111

The noble gas clusters were not the first systems, for which ICD was112

predicted [2]. From an experimental viewpoint they have the advantage of113

being prepared easily however. This is done by expanding the noble gas114

through a conical nozzle into vacuum [18]. In this process clusters can form115

via three-body collisions in the nozzle and subsequent aggregation [19, 20].116

It is well known that beams created such have a broad distribution of sizes117

N . The only value of N for which an exclusive preparation can be achieved118

is the dimer, when the expansion is just driven at the onset of condensation119

[21].120

Among the noble gas clusters, potential targets for the investigation of121

ICD are Ne clusters and mixed clusters of Ne and another noble gas. In Ar122

clusters, simple inner valence (3s−1) vacancies are located below the double123

ionization threshold, but some satellite states can autoionize (see below).124

Interatomic Coulombic Decay is also expected as the second step in a cascade125

that starts with conventional Auger decay of a cluster. I will now expand on126
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these three topics.127

2.1. ICD in Ne clusters128

The low kinetic energy part of the electron spectrum of photoionized Ne129

clusters was recorded by the author and coworkers in 2003 [7]. A feature130

was identified, which could not be observed in spectra of uncondensed Ne131

atoms nor in clusters irradiated with photon energies below the Ne 2s ioniza-132

tion threshold. It was correctly interpreted as resulting from ICD of the 2s−1
133

level in Ne clusters. A pertinent spectrum from a somewhat later publication,134

covering both the ICD electrons and the 2s photoline [22], is shown in Fig. 3.135

In the latter work the area ratio of the two features was determined as a func-136

tion of mean cluster size, and within the accuracy of the experiment showed a137

value of unity for the size range probed (〈N〉 = 50−500). These expirements138

were carried out with a conventional, hemispherical electron spectrometer to139

which a cluster jet was fitted [23]. Synchrotron radiation was used for the140

initial photoionization, same as in all experimental work discussed below.141

The low kinetic energy of the ICD electron, the low solid angle coverage of142

the analyzer, and the continuous background due to intracluster inelastical143

scattering entailed considerable experimental difficulty of these experiments.144

A lot of later works therefore used ion spectroscopy, electron-ion coincidence145

spectroscopy or electron-electron spectroscopy of some sort (see below).146

Numerous works revealed further properties of ICD in Ne clusters. Jahnke147

et al., as mentioned above, used a COLTRIMS (Cold Target Recoil Ion148

Momentum Spectroscopy) spectrometer to detect in coincidence one of the149

electrons and both ions created by ICD of the Ne dimer [8]. In this apparatus,150

a static electric field is used to project the ionic fragments produced in a151

reaction onto a spatially and time resolving detector [24, 25]. Using a pulsed152

excitation source, from the impact locations and times the three-dimensional153
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momenta of the ions at the instant of production can be reconstructed. For154

the research on ICD, this method has been of great importance: Since the two155

positive charges in the final state of ICD repell each other, the detection of ion156

pairs with opposite momenta of equal magnitude is a sensitive indicator of the157

occurence of ICD. As there is no covalent bonding between the consituents158

of the system, a simple 1/R law connects the Coulombic energy of the ion159

pair with distance. The sum of the ion kinetic energies can be inferred from160

the absolute values of the momenta if the fragment masses are known, e.g.161

in a dimer. This quantity is a measure of the internuclear distance at which162

ICD occured. It is termed kinetic energy release (KER). Using additionally163

an auxiliary magnetic field, slow electrons can be guided to a second detector164

opposite to the ion branch [24, 25].165

Jahnke et al. demonstrated the Coulomb explosion of the dimer as a result166

of the decay, and showed that in this three body system the KER in the two167

ions mirrors the kinetic energy of the ICD electrons [8]. That is saying, total168

energy of the final state after ICD is a constant. In agreement with theory [26]169

the intensity in the electron spectrum vs. kinetic energy is maximal for values170

with almost vanishing kinetic energy. In the dimer, the repulsive potential171

curve of the final state, asymptotically two Ne+ ground state ions, crosses172

the weakly bound potential curves of the inner valence singly ionized state at173

an internuclear distance somewhat lower than the ground state equilibrium174

[26]. The ICD energy spectrum is the R-dependent energy difference between175

the two states, which explains its observed shape (Fig. 4). In larger clusters176

the spectrum does not peak at 0 eV, but has a maximum between 1.2 and177

1.6 eV and drops towards lower energies again [7, 22, 27]. This difference is178

not rigorously explained yet, but can plausibly be attributed to final state179

polarization in extended clusters and to the suppression of Coulomb explosion180
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due to the surroundings of the ion pair. The threshold regime of ICD in the181

Ne dimer is covered in [10], see below.182

From the data set represented in [8] also the angular distribution of ICD183

electrons in the molecule fixed frame was extracted [28]. It was found to have184

a weak propensity for emission along the dimer axis. A theoretical study of185

NeAr also showed this trend [17].186

Another work focussed on the lineshape of the Ne 2s photoline from large187

(〈N〉 ≈ 900) Ne clusters recorded in a conventional, hemispherical electron188

energy analyzer with a high energy resolution [9]. Generally, inner valence189

and core level photoelectron lines from medium-sized to large noble gas clus-190

ters are characterized by a two component structure resulting from different191

screening of bulk compared to surface initial states. Spectroscopically the192

splitting can be resolved easily [29]. In their study Öhrwall et al. established193

that both components in the case of Ne clusters have a Lorentzian lineshape,194

and determined the lifetime of bulk and surface states as 6± 1 fs and larger195

than 30 fs, resp. Exact spectroscopic data are also given and show that the 2s196

related photoline is approx. 0.5 eV wide, with a center binding energy around197

48.1 eV [9]. This is compared to an atomic value of 48.475 eV [30, 31].198

2.2. ICD in Ne Ar clusters199

Mixed noble gas clusters constitute another class of interesting prototype200

systems for the research on ICD. The morphology of mixed noble gas clusters201

has been investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy. For NeAr clusters cre-202

ated by expanding both gases simultaneously (‘coexpansion’) the growth of203

thin Ne films atop of an Ar core has been shown [32]. The reaction equation204

in this system reads205

hν +NeNArM →
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NeN−1ArM Ne+(2s−1) + e−ph →

NeN−1ArM−1 Ne
+(2p−1)Ar+(3p−1) + e−ICD + e−ph. (3)

As the ionization potential of Ar is lower than that of Ne (atomic values206

15.76 eV vs. 21.56 eV [33, 30]), the ICD electron in this case will have a207

higher kinetic energy than in pure Ne clusters. A simple estimate using208

atomic binding energies, Coulombic repulsion and the equilibrium distances209

of the respective neutral clusters (3.5 Å, [34]) gives 7 eV. In an experiment,210

the pertaining electrons were found at a somewhat higher energy of 8 eV [35].211

The difference could be due to final state polarization in the experiment. Two212

further aspects of this work are of interest:213

1. Argon condenses much earlier than neon, and whether in a coexpansion214

of neon and argon mixed clusters or pure argon clusters seeded by atomic Ne215

form, is a non-trivial question. In a more detailed study of this system the216

occurence of an ICD signal at the expected energy was used as a monitor217

for the condensation of Ne onto the clusters [32]. This demonstrated that218

the study of ICD has the promise to elucidate structural motifes of weakly219

bonded systems which might be difficult to obtain by other techniques [35].220

This idea is illustrated by Fig. 5.221

2. From a theoretical viewpoint, the ICD spectrum of NeAr dimers has a222

richer structure than the one of pure Ne2. Neutral NeAr has two vibrationally223

excited states, the population of which leads to clearly measurable differences224

in the ICD spectrum [36]. This is because depending on the vibrational225

state the photoionization + ICD process occurs at different values of the226

internuclear distance R. Since the potential curve of the Ne++Ar+ final state227

is steeply repulsive, the nodal structure of the initial state reappears in the228

ICD spectrum. Somewhat unexpectedly this prediction was clearly observed229

in the spectra of Barth et al. although in their experiment clusters larger230
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than the dimer were probed [35]. The finding agrees with other evidence231

for the population of surface states by Ne in mixed NeAr, as otherwise the232

Coulomb explosion in the final state would be hindered.233

2.3. ICD of satellite states234

In the examples I have described so far, a single-hole inner valence va-235

cancy state undergoes autoionization. Besides these a large number of singly236

ionized states exist, which cannot be described as a single-hole configuration.237

The next more complicated class of singly ionized states is produced by the238

simultaneous ionization of one electron and a discrete excitation of another239

electron (two-hole one-particle states, 2h-1p). In the context of photoion-240

ization, lines pertaining to these states appear due to electron correlation241

and are called ‘satellites’. In molecules the mixing between 1h inner valence242

and 2h − 1p states can be very strong (‘breakdown of the molecular orbital243

picture’). The latter is saying that the binding energy of a lot of satellite244

states is similar to inner-valence ionization energies; in fact most satellites245

are slightly higher in energy. The question therefore arises whether these246

states can decay by ICD, too. A number of beautiful works consider this247

problem, and I will summarize three of them below:248

2.3.1. ICD of satellite states, Ar249

Contrary to Ne, in an Ar cluster a 3s−1 inner valence vacancy cannot250

undergo ICD, as the double ionization potential (DIP) with 32 eV [37] even251

for larger clusters is too high by approx. 3.5 eV [7, 29]. At binding energies252

above 32 eV however several satellite states are located, the lower ones of253

which in an atomic language pertain to 3p43d, 3p44s and 3p44p configura-254

tions. Lablanquie et al. probed a jet of Ar atoms and dimers in this range255

of excitation energies, and measured the yield and kinetic energy of the Ar+256
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cations being produced [38]. As the ionization of atomic Ar can only produce257

ions with vanishing kinetic energy (neglecting photoelectron recoil), energetic258

ions can be attributed to processes going on in the Ar dimer. The production259

of pairs of energetic cations is clearly observed at excitation energies above260

the DIP of an Ar dimer, when the KER of an Ar+ ion pair produced at261

the dimer ground state geometry is added to this threshold (experimentally262

34.85(5) eV). Numerous satellite states are located in this energy region.263

This finding is therefore interpreted as production of a dimer with an excited264

cation (ArAr+∗(Sn), with (Sn) designating some atomic satellite state) in a265

first step, and the subsequent autoionization by ICD in a second step.266

It is interesting that cations with some kinetic energy (0.75 eV) are ob-267

served at even lower photon energies, namely already above the Ar 3s ion-268

ization threshold (29.2 eV, [38]). The authors of Ref. [38] assigned them to269

the dissociation of Ar+∗(3s−1)Ar into Ar+(3p−1) + Ar∗(3p−14s). The latter270

ion + excited neutral pair at the dimer equilibrium geometry is formed at a271

point on its potential curve lying 0.75 eV above the energetic minimum. The272

two step process consisting of 3s ionization followed by energy transfer to a273

neighbouring atom and dissociation was in fact observed in larger Ar clusters274

before the first experimental report on ICD, and is somewhat reminiscent to275

it, the difference being that the ‘other’ atom is not ionized [39].276

Similar results on ICD of satellite states were also observed for Kr and277

Xe dimers [38].278

2.3.2. ICD of satellite states, Ne279

A more subtle effect was observed in an extension of the data analysis of280

the experiment on the Ne dimer described above. Jahnke, Ueda et al. were281

able to also identify ion pairs pertaining to ICD of 2p correlation satellites282

[40]. Several of these are apparent at binding energies a few eV higher than283
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Ne 2s. In larger clusters they broaden as the excited electron changes its284

character from a Rydberg to an excitonic excitation [41], but in dimers their285

binding energies do not change much. We now consider explicitly the satel-286

lites in the binding energy interval [50, 58.5] eV. In an atomic language, all287

of these are characterized by a 2p4 core, to which some Rydberg electron is288

coupled. Interatomic Coulombic Decay would now proceed via a relaxation289

of the Rydberg electron into one of the 2p vacancies, by which the binding290

energy difference to the first ionization potential is released, sufficient to ion-291

ize the neighbouring Ne atom. Indeed some configurations, e.g. 2p4(1D)3s,292

decay by ICD at internuclear distances near to the neutral ground state, as293

observed from the KER to the ion pair. For other satellite configurations,294

e.g. 2p4(3P)np, n = 3, 4 it turns out however that this simple type of decay295

is hindered. The reason is that a dipole transition, which is responsible for296

the energy transfer in ICD, cannot couple the np electron to a 2p vacancy,297

since both single electron states are of equal parity. These satellites instead298

decay by an exchange-type matrix element299

∫
dr1dr2 ψk(r1)φiv(r2)

1

|r1 − r2|
φov(r1)φov′(r2), (4)

where ψk denotes the continuum electron, φiv the inner valence orbital, and300

φov, φov′ the outer valence orbitals at the site of the initial vacancy and the301

neighbouring site, resp. This matrix element involves a charge transfer (from302

φov′ to φiv) instead of an energy transfer. As this requires a spatial overlap of303

the wavefunctions, the magnitude of the matrix element depends exponen-304

tially on the internuclear distance, and not just by a power law. The decay305

can only proceed after the internuclear separation has reduced substantially.306

As the equilibrium geometry of the noble gas dimers ions however is substan-307

tially contracted with respect to the neutral ground state, nuclear dynamics308

will proceed such as to enable the decay. The lower internuclear distance at309
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the moment of ICD is reflected in a larger KER, which was the experimental310

fact that gave rise to the above interpretation.311

2.3.3. ICD of satellite states, He312

An extreme example for ICD has been observed in the decay of satel-313

lite states in the He dimer. After photoionization into the n = 2 or higher314

satellites (configuration of the dimer is HeHe+(nl)), ICD is viable from an315

energetical viewpoint. The ground state of the He dimer is extremely loosely316

bound though, with 〈R〉 = 52 Å [42]. The Coulomb explosion characteris-317

tic for ICD nevertheless has been observed [43]. A theoretical model again318

highlights the decisive role of nuclear dynamics in the decay [44].319

2.4. ICD after Auger decay320

In ICD as discussed so far, a singly ionized state in a cluster decays into321

a non-local two-hole state. An analogous situation can arise when a doubly322

ionized state, situated on a single constitutent of a weakly bonded system,323

energetically is placed above the threshold for creating a triply ionized state,324

which involves a double and a single vacancy at two different sites. This type325

of ICD can occur in a cascade after conventional (inner shell) Auger decay326

in a cluster [45]. In Ar clusters for example, the part of the Auger spectrum327

which involves 3s vacancies after the first decay can decay further to states328

of the type Ar2+(3p−2)Ar+(3p−1). Similar conditions prevail for other noble329

gas clusters, and are predicted for clusters of simple molecules. For the latter330

experimental data are missing however.331

2.4.1. ICD after Auger decay, Ar332

For noble gas clusters on the other hand Ueda and coworkers have pub-333

lished a series of COLTRIMS experiments, in which they have investigated334

the decay of high-lying doubly ionized states that are populated by Auger335
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decay. The first results have been obtained on Ar dimers. To understand336

this work it is helpful to briefly review the normal L2,3MM Auger spectrum337

of atomic Ar [46]. In the lower range of kinetic energies (175-195 eV), three338

prominent doublets of Auger lines are visible. The doublet splitting is consis-339

tent with population of the same final state from either the 2p3/2 or the 2p1/2340

vacancy. All of these final states receive their intensity from Auger decay into341

the 3s−13p−1 configuration, which is split into three states however due to342

mixing with the 3s23p−33d satellite. The least energetic doublet of Auger343

lines, at 177.9 and 180.1 eV kinetic energy, is populating a doubly charged344

atomic state, which in a dimer with a neutral partner is situated above the345

triple ionization threshold of the dimer. The atomic triple ionization thresh-346

old is at even higher energies though. In an experiment by Morishita et al.347

[47] one of the electrons emitted in the following reaction348

hν+Ar2 → Ar+(2p−1) Ar + e−ph →

Ar2+[3p−33d(48%) + 3s−13p−1(37%)]Ar + e−au + e−ph →

Ar2+(3p−2) Ar+(3p−1) + e−ICD + e−au + e−ph (5)

was detected in coincidence with both the Ar2+ and the Ar+ cations. (e−au349

denotes the Auger electron.) From the KER it could be shown that the pro-350

duction of this ion pair takes place at an internuclear distance of 3.7 Å, very351

close to the equilibrium distance of the Ar dimer (3.8 Å). The kinetic energy352

of the electron fitted to either an Ar 2p photoelectron, or an ICD electron353

with an energy estimated from the respective binding energy differences and354

the Coulomb repulsion of the ions. Remeasured data with improved statistics355

revealed more detail on this reaction [48]. In this reference, next to the re-356

action (5) some less intense ICD channels populated from Auger final states357

with higher binding energy can be seen.358

A full discussion of these results is more complex than in the case of inner359
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valence ICD of singly ionized states, since numerous other decay pathways360

are feasible after 2p ionization. It needs a thorough discussion to show that361

the signature observed in Ref.s [47, 48] cannot be produced in any other reac-362

tion than (5). A comprehensive treatment of all relevant processes has been363

presented by Stoychev et al. [49], based on ab initio calculations of a large364

number of Ar dimer potential curves. I would like to pick out two aspects:365

1. Lacking evidence for non-local amplitudes in the inner shell (L2,3MM)366

decay of the Ar dimer and 2. alternative pathways ending up in an (Ar+,367

Ar+), instead of (Ar2+, Ar+), ion pair.368

1. Non-local amplitudes in inner shell Auger decay have been discussed369

[50, 51], and evidence exists that they are important for molecules with370

strongly electronegative ligands [52, 53] (see below). Although Ar2 is not371

of that type it is important to rule out Auger decay to Ar+∗Ar+, followed372

by atomic autoionization, as an alternative pathway to (Ar2+, Ar+). In Ref.373

[49] only one channel is identified for which both steps of the process are374

energetically viable. It would lead to production of the final ion pair at375

larger internuclear distance, that is with smaller KER, than experimentally376

observed (see [48]).377

2. The strong abundance of (Ar+, Ar+) pairs in the data shown in Ref.s378

[47, 48] again raises the question for non-local Auger amplitudes. Further379

experimental data for these final states have been discussed by Saito et al.380

[54]. These authors analyzed the energy of the Auger electron pertain-381

ing to the ion pair, and found that the latter arrives in coincidence with382

electrons from all parts of the L2,3MM spectrum. The KER, also pre-383

sented in [48], indicates a break-up predominantly at an internuclear distance384

smaller than the neutral equilibrium. As the potential curves of the dimer385

after local decay into the most intense Ar2+(3p−2)Ar states have minima386
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around those values, it has been concluded that the nuclear wavepacket from387

the ground state evolves towards lower R, where a (slow) radiative decay,388

Ar2+(3p−2)Ar → Ar+(3p−1)Ar+(3p−1)+hν, takes place.389

Some results on ICD of the Ar trimer are discussed in Ref.s [55, 56].390

Studies on cascade ICD after inner shell Auger decay were also successful391

in ArKr [57] after Ar L2,3MM Auger decay and in Kr2 after Kr M4,5NN392

Auger decay [58].393

It is worthwhile to mention a point of interdisciplinary interest in these394

cascade decays: The importance of slow electrons for dissociation of bio-395

molecules has been revealed in the last years [59, 60, 61]. Although it is396

clear that slow electrons are the most abundant product after absorption397

of any type of energetic radiation in living tissue, the models about their398

production and thermalization are still rather schematic. Interatomic or -399

molecular Coulombic Decay is one such source of slow electrons. At the400

same time it produces not one but two positively charged vacancies, which401

may lead to alterations of the nuclear structure at the same point where a402

slow electron is produced.403

2.4.2. ICD after Auger decay, Ne404

After these spectroscopic experiments succeeded, ICD following inner405

shell Auger decay was utilized to shed light on the quantum mechanical406

nature of inner shell vacancies: In a homonuclear diatomic molecule, the407

dichotomy between left—right and gerade—ungerade core hole states has408

fascinated researchers for quite some decades, and always with the advent of409

new experimental methods new arguments in favour of one or the other inter-410

pretation were carved. In ethyne (C2H2) [62] and somewhat later in nitrogen411

[63] the energy difference between g and u 1s vacancy states was spectroscop-412

ically observed. In a ‘molecule’ like Ne2 an analogous experiment would be413
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difficult, as the ratio between the g|u splitting and the lifetime broadening414

would be far less favourable. Other experiments can be constructed however415

in an attempt to observe in retrospect whether a 1s vacancy has behaved416

in a localized or delocalized manner [64, 65]. In the Ne dimer, the 1s shell417

was singly ionized by synchrotron radiation. After relaxation by KLL Auger418

decay—assumed to proceed in a quasiatomic fashion—some states underwent419

a Coulomb explosion leading to an energetic Ne+ +Ne2+ ion pair, obviously420

by an Auger-ICD cascade decay. The vector of fragment relative motion421

also yielded the orientation of the molecular axis at the instant of emission422

of the ICD electron. Since ICD is a fast process it is safe to assume that423

it coincides with the molecular axis direction in the moment of photoion-424

izaton. In two experiments the angular distribution of the photoelectrons425

relative to the direction of the fragment momenta was observed [64, 65]. For426

a delocalized (gerade or ungerade) core hole, this angular distribution should427

preserve inversion symmetry with respect to the molecular center, but not for428

a localized core hole. In both experiments, a broken symmetry with respect429

to the molecular center was found, most clearly for a Ne2 ensemble aligned430

along the electric field vector of the ionizing radiation, but more subtle also431

for molecules with an axis direction ⊥ to the electric field. The experiments432

were therefore interpreted as having proven experimentally the localization433

of the initial core hole in Ne2 [64, 65]. One could call this expected, as due to434

the observable distinction in the charge state of the final Ne atoms this part435

of the final state ensemble is projected on the l or r eigenstates of the dimer436

system. (Examining the photoelectron data in closer detail reveals a sta-437

tistically significant disagreement between the two independent experiments438

as to the exact shape of the molecule-fixed 1s angular distribution function.439

While the experiments in Ref. [64] and two independent, theoretical data440
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sets in Ref.s [64, 65] show a propensity of electron emission towards the Ne+441

fragment, this trend is not displayed by the experimental data of Ref. [65].)442

Kreidi et al. also derived the angular distribution of the ICD electrons443

in the molecule fixed frame [64]. Again, these angular distribution function444

are asymmetric with respect to inversion at the molecular center, and more-445

over different between ICD proceeding via dipole-dipole coupling vs. ICD446

proceeding via an exchange-type matrix element (see 2.3.2).447

Considerable further detail resulted from the experimental work of Kreidi448

et al. In a full paper following their initial publication they were able to449

characterize all pathways by which a Ne dimer can relax after single pho-450

ton core level photoionization slightly above the threshold [66]. Again, the451

quantitatively most important channel is breakup into Ne++Ne+ after radia-452

tive decay of single-site doubly charged vacancy states populated by Auger453

decay (mostly 2p4 (1D) and 2p4 (1S)). For the asymmetric break-up into454

Ne+ +Ne2+, ICD with the reaction equation455

hν+Ne2 → Ne+(1s−1) Ne + e−ph →

Ne2+(2s−12p−1 1P) Ne + e−au + e−ph →

Ne2+(2p−2 1D) Ne+(2p−1 2P) + e−ICD + e−au + e−ph (6)

was corroborated. Besides that ICD mediated by exchange matrix elements456

(ICDET ), as in (2.3.2), could be isolated. Some of the observed channels457

can occur by either (ICDET ) or ETMD (see sec. 5), but no experimental458

separation was possible in these cases. Another, minor, contribution to both459

symmmetric and asymmetric break-up are channels in which charge transits460

from one to the other dimer atom via crossings of the respective potential461

curves. In the same work, also ICD after 2s photoionization is revisited. It462

would have been impossible to arrive at this comprehensive picture of the463

process without the fruitful collaboration with theory, see Stoychev et al.464
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[67].465

In an improved variant of this experiment the authors tested their spectra466

for fingerprints of the wavepacket dynamics in the Ne dimer during ICD [68].467

We have discussed that the KER spectrum includes the competition with468

dynamics in an integral fashion, but in Ref. [68] the authors went beyond that469

by measuring the electron kinetic energy spectrum as a function of emission470

angle relative to the momentum of the doubly charged fragment. Thus,471

one should be able to see the influence of wavepacket motion in the dimer472

on the ICD spectrum, which according to theory is considerable [68, 69].473

This wavepacket motion is initiated by recoil from either the Auger electron474

(ICD after Auger decay) or the 2s photoelectron (ICD after 2s ionization at475

high photon energy). Experimentally, energy differences pointed in the same476

direction as predicted, but with a much smaller magnitude.477

3. Experiments on water and solvents478

The experiments described so far all had one thing in common: They were479

carried out on noble gas clusters. These are prototypical for weakly bonded480

systems. Intermolecular Coulombic Decay however should prevail with other481

types of weak bonding. The initial predictions e.g. considered HF and H2O482

clusters [2, 70, 71]. The search for ICD in molecular clusters turned out to483

be more tedious than thought. One obvious difference to noble gas clusters484

is the larger density of final states. While ICD may lead to a rather confined485

spectral line in noble gas clusters, in molecular clusters it smears out to a486

quasi-continuum, even when nuclear dynamics is not influential. In clusters487

larger than a few units, inelastic electron scattering is a competition in the488

creation of low kinetic energy electrons, which leads to a rather structureless489

background the area of which scales with the clusters size and the oscillator490
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strength for outer valence ionization. Simple electron spectroscopy, such as491

in e.g. Ref.s [7, 35], therefore so far did not deliver an unambiguous result.492

The argument concerning the final states can be easily seen from theoretical493

work, e.g. on the simulated ICD spectra of (H2O)2 to (H2O)4 [72].494

3.1. ICD in water clusters495

Eventually, two experiments on ICD in water clusters were successful496

[16, 15]. Both used coincidence detection techniques. When ICD is initiated497

by photoionization, the energy of the primary electron (the photoelectron)498

is well known. In an experiment which is capable of detecting two electrons499

in coincidence, it is therefore possible to set a filter to primary electrons of500

this kinetic energy to selectively detect only secondary electrons, which had501

followed inner valence ionization of a selected level.502

If only the vertical ionization potentials are considered, the energetics503

for inner valence ICD in water cluster is not much different from noble gas504

clusters: Molecular water is known to have one rather broad, featureless505

inner valence line (final state 2a−1
1 ) at a (vertical) binding energy of 32.3 eV506

[73]. (Earlier experiments gave 32.2 eV [74] and 32.6 eV [75].) This energy507

is known to shift to somewhat lower values in clusters (32.0 eV for 〈N〉 =508

100, [76]) and in liquid water (30.9(1) eV, [77]). Calculations of the double509

ionization potentials of water clusters in a neutral ground state geometry510

have been presented for sizes up to N = 4 [72]. For N = 4 for example, they511

start at 26.28 eV for two-site double vacancy states. Again, the single-site512

double vacancy states with energies of 37.98 eV and higher are above the513

inner valence ionization energy.514

To ascertain that autoionization of inner valence states in water is only515

viable by ICD, and not by molecular processes, it is necessary to also discuss516

the adiabatic double ionization threshold. The sum of the ionization energies517
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for a separated OH + H radical pair is only 26.6 eV [78], and by threshold518

electron coincidence spectroscopy [79] an onset of photo-double-ionization of519

molecular water at a photon energy of 31.6 eV has been seen. This is only520

possible by single photoionization followed by dissociation of the molecule (at521

least to some extent), and subsequent autoionization [79, 80]. For final state522

energies lower than 34.4 eV however, double ionization so far has only been523

seen at the respective threshold, and not at higher photon energies [80, 16].524

That is saying, while energetically molecular autoionization of 2a−1
1 states525

is allowed, after a vertical ionization process such as photoionization the526

respective channels seem to be closed and autoionization without assistance527

by the environment is hindered.528

3.1.1. Investigating ICD by electron, electron coincidence techniques529

To isolate a signature of ICD in water clusters was challenging, as ex-530

plained above. It turned out to be essential to simultaneously detect both531

electrons created in an ICD reaction in coincidence and with high collection532

efficiency. In an experiment carried out in the group of the author, a mag-533

netic bottle spectrometer was used for that purpose [81, 82, 27]. Here, an534

inhomogenuous magnetic field is used to sample even electrons with fairly535

high kinetic energies (> 100 eV) from almost 4π sR solid angle. At the536

same time, the magnetic field is reliably guiding electrons of kinetic energies537

down to 100 meV and lower to the detector. One can then do a targeted538

experiment on the secondary electron spectrum attributed to inner valence539

photoionization (only) of water clusters. First of all, a significant yield of540

slow electrons with a kinetic energy distribution independent from the pri-541

mary electron is expected. It is this fact which distinguishes photoionization542

+ ICD from direct photo-double-ionization and from sequential double ion-543

ization by intra-cluster electron scattering. In the two latter processes, the544
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two electrons being emitted share all of the available phase space, which is545

getting larger with the available excess energy (photon energy reduced by546

two hole final state energy).547

It is helpful to use a well-known system to introduce the characteristic548

features of electron, electron coincidence spectra of clusters. In Fig. 6 results549

for Ne clusters are shown. This system has been discussed above (2.1) and550

we have seen an isolated ICD feature at kinetic energies of 1.2-1.6 eV (Fig. 3).551

This ICD line shows up again in the lower third of the colour-coded electron552

pair intensity map, with a kinetic energy of the faster electron (e1) corre-553

sponding to the Ne 2s photoline, and with the slower electron (e2) energy as554

seen before. The profile of the 2s line can be seen when the coincident signal555

is summed up along all e2 energies (panel c). Here, no monomer signal is vis-556

ible as the uncondensed part of the beam does not lead to electron, electron557

coincidences. The ICD energy spectrum can be extracted by summing up558

the signal along e1 energies, but only in the region where a primary electron559

pertaining to ICD autoionization is involved (red bars).560

Competing double ionization processes may show up in maps like panel b561

of Fig. 6. In the valence region, electron impact ionization by intracluster562

inelastic scattering is the main competitor. This process can have a consid-563

erable intensity in larger clusters [83, 27]. Different than in ICD, any energy564

sharing between the two electrons is kinematically possible. Propensity rules,565

which often favour an unequal sharing of energies, are not influential in the566

valence region. Electron impact ionization therefore will lead to a homogenu-567

ously populated stripe of intensity along a line of constant total energy, being568

at a right angle to the diagonal of Fig. 6, panel b. The minimum allowed569

total energy equals twice the ionization energy of the monomer. In clusters570

as small as 〈N〉 = 45 this cannot be realized: Electron impact ionization is571
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faintly seen as a diagonal ending at 8 eV total kinetic energy, corresponding572

to the Coulomb repulsion at a distance of approx. 10 Å. 2
573

Using the magnetic bottle spectrometer for this experiment not only adds574

the capability to record the process in coincidence, but also shows that in575

larger Ne clusters, different than in the dimer, the ICD intensity drops to-576

wards zero energy. Since the hemispherical electron analyzer used in earlier577

experiments [7, 22] had a strongly decreasing transmission function for elec-578

trons below one eV in kinetic energy, this was impossible to show at that579

time.580

3.1.2. ICD in medium sized water clusters581

Electron pairs having the ICD signature were indeed found in electron-582

electron coincidence spectra of free water cluster jets [16] (Fig. 7). Mean583

cluster sizes of 45 and 200 molecules were investigated. Several cross checks584

can be made to underpin the validity of the interpretation given: When a jet585

consisting of uncondensed molecules is probed, the coincidence feature due586

to ICD vanishes. Instead, the two double ionized final states of molecular587

water, as identified firstly by John Eland [80], are seen in the final state spec-588

trum. From the coincident electron intensity, the kinetic energy spectrum of589

the ICD electrons can be determined by integration over all photoelectron590

energies in the inner valence range. The result is a rather unstructured spec-591

trum which is ascending towards very low electron energies (Fig. 7, a) and592

in qualitative agreement with the predictions for small clusters [84]. It is593

interesting that even for very low energies no local maximum is seen, and594

in this respect water is different from Ne clusters. The presence of inelastic595

2In Fig. 6 some narrow striations from bottom left to top right are also visible. These

result from an electronics artefact.
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electron scattering occuring in competition serves as another check of the596

experimental method. Electron pairs with a fixed total energy, appearing as597

diagonal lines in the coincidence plot, are indeed seen in high contrast plots598

of the coincident intensities.599

3.1.3. ICD in water dimers600

In water dimers, a COLTRIMS experiment on ICD was equally successful601

[15]. By choosing clusters of the smallest conceivable size, a lot of problems602

due to a background of scattered secondary electrons can be avoided. These603

authors recorded coincident events of two singly charged water cations with604

opposite momenta, and of two electrons (four particles were detected in coin-605

cidence). First of all, seeing pairs of water cations already is a hint of some ex-606

ceptionally fast creation mechanism, as in other experiments on water cluster607

ionization always protonated fragments of the type (H2O)nH
+ were observed608

(e.g. [85, 86, 87]). This is explained by the formation of ion cores (H3O
+ or609

H5O
+
2 ) and the release of an OH radical in the course of that. At least in610

theory this reaction proceeds within tens of fs [88, 89], and therefore is one of611

the fastest known processes involving nuclear processes. Any reasonable can-612

didate for a reaction that is foreclosing this channel should therefore invoke613

the electronic structure only to create the two distributed vacancies. (As the614

experiment was carried out with synchrotron radiation, which is produced615

in the form of ps long pulses of low intensity, any two-photon processes in616

the ionization could be ruled out.) The energy distribution of the electrons617

received is at least qualitatively consistent with a combination of a water618

inner valence photoelectron line with an ICD spectrum in the shape shown619

in Ref. [16]. A KER of approx. 4.2 eV has been measured for the two water620

cations. This is slightly lower than expected from the ground state oxygen-621

oxygen distance of the water dimer (2.9 Å, [90]). Meanwhile, the Coulomb622
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explosion of the dimer has been simulated and the discrepancy could be ex-623

plained from an unusual amount of rotational energy acquired by the ions624

during the dissociation [90].625

3.2. ICD in solutions626

It is an exciting perspective to employ the R−6 distance dependence and627

the substance dependence of the ICD spectrum to investigate solvent ge-628

ometries. A suitable technique to probe solutions by electron spectroscopy,629

pioneered by Faubel and Winter [91], uses a liquid jet injected under high630

pressure into vacuum. Two studies relevant to ICD were carried out by this631

technique. The first such work considered the deexcitation of resonantly ex-632

cited OH− ions in water [92], and will be discussed below (4.1). Another633

recent study presents a thorough investigation of the decay of L-shell vacan-634

cies in potassium and cloride, solvated in water [14].635

In solution with water, KCl dissociates into K+ and Cl− ions. L2,3 va-636

cancies were produced in these ions by synchrotron radiation, and the ex-637

perimental decay spectra were interpreted by ab initio calculations. For638

the case of K+, it was found that Auger decay channels—transitions from639

K2+ (2p−14s−1) to a K3+ state with the outermost 4s and two 3p valence640

electrons removed—are by far the dominating feature in the spectrum. Be-641

sides these however ICD channels, populating states with vacancies located642

on both the potassium ion and the surrounding water molecules, were ob-643

served. For a system consisting of a K+ decorated with some H2O molecules,644

decay spectra were calculated, the above mentioned mixed vacancy states645

were shown to be significantly different in final state energy, and also in the-646

ory they are populated with an intensity of some % with respect to the main647

Auger channels. The calculation of final state energies corroborates the as-648

signment of the experimental feature identified with ICD-like channels. In649
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Cl−, the situation is more difficult as the ICD-like channels overlap in energy650

with the Auger channels. Although calculations predicted both channels to651

be present, this could not be asserted or disproven from the experiment.652

4. Resonant ICD653

Soon after the discovery of ICD, discussion of a resonant variant of this654

process started. In this so-called resonant ICD, an inner valence vacancy is655

produced not by ionization but by excitation into some unoccupied orbital.656

First experiments were done at about the same time by Barth et al. on657

large Ne clusters [93] and by Aoto et al. on the Ne dimer [10]. Barth et al.658

clearly saw the production of an ICD like slow electron peak at two excitation659

energies below the cluster 2s ionization threshold. The energies compared660

well to resonant excitations found in earlier experiments on thick condensed661

Ne layers.662

In the dimer experiment of Aoto et al. the broadening mechanisms found663

in beams of larger clusters are absent. As in [38], spectroscopy of energetic664

Ne+ ions and ion pairs was used. Numerous resonances below and above the665

atomic 2s threshold could be singled out and were identified as final states of666

normal ICD or, below threshold, as final states of a resonant variant of ICD667

in which Ne 2s−1nlNe undergoes spectator decay to Ne 2p−1nlNe+2p−1.668

A theoretical account on resonant ICD has also been given, this time669

about MgNe after Ne 2s excitation [94]. After Ne 2s excitation, autoioniza-670

tion into a local single hole state Mg(Ne+ 2p−1) is the most probable channel671

in that system, but resonant ICD receives an intensity in the same order of672

magnitude.673
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4.1. Resonant ICD in solutions674

So far, I have discussed ICD after inner valence excitaton, which is fol-675

lowing the original conceptual work. If we consider transitions at higher676

energies, as a rule a decay into a local two-hole state is viable. A general677

discussion of Interatomic or Intermolecular transition amplitudes vs. Auger678

decay is deferred to a later point, but here I would like to present results of679

a first experiment that may indicate ICD-like behaviour in the deexcitation680

of an inner-shell vacancy of OH− solvated in water [92]. It was done by681

electron spectroscopy on a liquid jet, as described above [91]. The authors682

tuned the excitation energy of a synchrotron radiation beam to a resonant683

core excitation of the O 1s orbital in OH−, 1s → CTTS. (CTTS stands for684

charge transfer to solvent, see [92]). Other 1s resonances, e.g. of the solvent685

water, are energetically separated. The deexcitation spectrum of the OH−
686

O 1s vacancy shows three features specific to the resonance. Their binding687

energies can trivially be determined, as there is only one outgoing electron.688

According to the authors, these states are too low in binding energy to be689

explained with local 2h-1p configurations from spectator resonant Auger de-690

cay of the OH−∗ state. Moreover, from the electronic configuration of OH−
691

[95] it is not obvious how a splitting into three states could occur. An alter-692

native, striking explanation has been found: The final states of the features693

in question could be constructed from one vacancy in the OH− and another694

one in a valence orbital of the surrounding water solvent shell, which is ion-695

ized by an ICD-like energy transfer. This explanation fits quite well to the696

observed energies in the deexcitation spectrum. It was further supposed that697

this energy transfer greatly gains in efficiency by orbital overlap between the698

OH− and the solvent shell. This finding has very important implications as it699

may help to decide between contradicting proposals for solution mechanisms700
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of the hydroxide OH− ion.701

5. Other non-local autoionization processes702

Other autoionization schemes in loosely bound complexes were proposed703

from theory besides ICD. Again, they are characterized by a final state con-704

sisting of two vacancies distributed to two units forming the aggregate. Au-705

toionization processes, in which the initial vacancy is not filled locally, but by706

electron transfer from a neighbouring atom or molecule, have been discussed707

using the term Electron Transfer Mediated Decay (ETMD) [96]. (More pre-708

cisely, ETMD differs from ICD in the final charge state of the site that con-709

tained the initial vacancy: In ETMD it ends up with one less unit of charge710

than before the decay, e.g. a singly charged vacancy after the decay is neu-711

tral.) One can differentiate between ETMD(2), involving one neighbouring712

site that becomes doubly charged, and ETMD(3) (see Fig. 8), which involves713

two neighbouring atoms [96, 53, 84]. Instead of an energy transfer, as in714

ICD, ETMD involves a charge transfer between two sites. Theoretically it715

was found that the transition amplitudes for this type of decay are orders of716

magnitude lower than those involving energy transfer [96, 84]. This is in line717

with experimental results on non-local autoionization of satellite channels, for718

which ICD vs. energy transfer is ruled out by selection rules [40]. Electron719

Transfer Mediated Decay can therefore not compete with ICD in systems in720

which both channels are open. In heterogeneous systems however a situation721

might occur where ETMD is the only viable radiationless decay channel, and722

then it may become observable. Examples identified theoretically are Ar 3s723

vacancies in small ArKr and ArXe clusters [97, 98], and experiments on Kr724

core-Ar shell systems have yielded experimental evidence for ETMD [99].725

Electron Transfer Mediated Decay has also been mentioned as an ex-726
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planation for the ionic fragment spectra of larger ArXe mixed clusters [100].727

These experiments called for an efficient mechanism for the transfer of charge728

from Ar ionized states to neighbouring Xe sites. ETMD might be one such729

mechanism.730

Another class of systems, in which ETMD was considered theoretically,731

are (H2O)2Li
+ clusters. After Li 1s ionization no electrons are remaining at732

the Li which could fill the vacancy locally and ETMD for this reason is the733

only viable autoionization channel [101].734

In ICD and ETMD the energy required in the autoionization step is af-735

forded by relaxation at some site that has initially been ionized by photoion-736

ization, or (in future experiments possibly) by electron impact. Alternatively,737

one can consider a process in which an extended system captures a slow elec-738

tron from the continuum. The energy gained such is transferred to another739

site of the system by electron correlation, which is ionized in that way. This740

process is competing to radiative recapture, in which the excess energy is741

radiated away by a photon. Two model systems have been identified up to742

now, in which this so-called interatomic Coulombic electron capture (ICEC)743

can become effective, and it is expected to be a phenomenon of general im-744

portance [102]. One example is a Mg2+ center decorated with a water solvent745

shell: When an electron, even with a very low kinetic energy, is captured by746

the Mg dication, the energy gained such is sufficient to ionize one of the747

neighbouring water molecules. This will result in a Coulomb explosion of the748

complex, just like in ICD.749

6. Perspectives of the field750

Experiments so far made on ICD fall mainly into one of two groups:751

Those using conventional electron spectroscopy on larger clusters and liquids752
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or those using electron spectroscopy in coincidence with momentum resolved753

ion detection on dimer systems. The latter have revealed precise information754

on the energy and dynamics of ICD in small systems, while the former have755

shown the relevance and the application potential of ICD. Most recently,756

electron-electron coincidence spectroscopy on larger clusters has added to757

that list. What comes next? To close the discussion, I would like to point758

out some perspectives of research on non-local autoionization phenomena.759

Certainly, we are just beginning to explore the chemical diversity of ICD.760

Predictions of this phenomenon have been made for solvent complexes [101,761

103], endohedral fullerenes [104], alkaline-noble gas compounds [94, 105] and762

doped He droplets [106].763

New developments in the field of light sources for the VUV spectral range764

have enabled the creation of ultrashort pulses (attosecond range), and the765

investigation of autoionization phenomena in the time domain [107]. Appli-766

cation of these techniques to ICD has the potential to yield a much deeper767

understanding of the decay mechanism (see [17]), in particular with respect768

to a competition with nuclear dynamics.769

Coming to implications of this phenomena, the potential role of slow770

electrons for radiation damage has been mentioned (2.4.1). Certainly, a lot of771

different processes can occur when an energetic particle interacts with living772

matter, ICD being only one of them. From radiation biology it is known that773

cell damage due to ionizing radiation occurs when a DNA strand is broken774

at two adjacent positions (double strand breaks) [108], or is damaged in a775

more complex way [109]. How these lesions are produced on a molecular776

level we are just beginning to understand [110, 111]. As ICD produces two777

cations plus a low energy electron that may induce further processes via778

dissociative attachment [59, 60, 61] it might have an important role in this779
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context. Certainly, more and interdisciplinary research is needed here.780

Experiments on NeAr clusters (2.2) point out to the potential importance781

of ICD to research on interfaces, e.g. in weakly bonded systems. The appli-782

cation of ICD to research on solvent chemistry has been mentioned (3.2, 4.1).783

Another—yet visionary—application might be in solar cells: It is currently784

proposed that the efficiency of solar cells could be strongly increased if the785

absorption would occur in a nano-crystallline material [112]. One current786

problem is the transfer of energy from the light absorbing nano-crystals to787

the substrate. Radiationless energy transfer processes have been proposed in788

this context [113].789

Another area of current interest, much more fundamtental in nature, is790

strongly ionized matter produced in the focus of new, ultra-intense radiation791

sources in the VUV and X-ray range, so-called Free Electron Lasers. New792

autoionization channels are predicted to occur in this regime, which become793

possible because a large number of the constituents of the system can be794

transferred into an excited or ionized state at one and the same time [114,795

115].796
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Appendix804

Energy transfer and autoionization occur in a plethora of systems in805

physics and chemistry, and numerous other processes have aspects which806

invite a comparison with Interatomic or Intermolecular Coulombic Decay.807

Auger decay is an extremely well known autoionization process of, typi-808

cally, inner shell vacancies in atoms, molecules and bulk condensed matter.809

A characteristic of Auger decay is the relatively high transition energy (sev-810

eral ten to several thousand eV). The continuum state is therefore unable to811

couple several ionic sites in the transition matrix element (2) and the spec-812

trum is determined by local transitions. Different to that most ICD processes813

discussed in this article occur at excitation energies, for which a decay to a814

local two-hole state energetically is not viable. The different nature of the815

final states in Auger decay can also be seen from the fact that, in molecules,816

they often are metastable and only dissociate on a much longer time scale817

(e.g. [116, 117]).818

For bulk condensed matter, a classical paper on the relation between819

bandwidth, Coulombic repulsion and localization in Auger spectra is by820

Sawatzky [118]. Again, one sees two regimes both different from ICD: Either821

the final state has an atomic character or the final state is delocalized over822

the whole valence band, which requires strong overlap between the orbitals823

at neighbouring sites of the crystal.824

Auger decay and non-local autoionization processes discussed in this re-825

view meet in the case of molecules with strongly elecronegative ligands. An826

example that was investigated experimentally is the Si L2,3V V decay in SiF4827

[52]. When an inner shell in the Si core is ionized, it has been observed that828

the lifetime broadening is much larger than expected from a purely local829

model for Auger decay. As the strongly electronegative fluorine ligands are830
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pulling away charge from the Si center, such model predicts a longer lifetime831

of Si core holes in SiF4 compared to other Si compounds. The opposite is832

the case. The decrease in core hole lifetime was interpreted by the occurence833

of non-local decay amplitudes in an Auger process (Thomas et al., [52]).834

In an attempt to rationalize these findings Buth et al. have systematically835

calculated energies and orbital character of the two-hole states in the xenon836

fluorides (Xe and XeFN , with N = 2, 4, 6) [53]. A population analysis of837

these states showed the increasing importance of fluorine vacancies for dica-838

tionic states in XeF4,6. In a second step the character of the Auger transition839

rates for filling a Xe 4d vacancy was analyzed. All transition amplitudes were840

expanded into a set of atomic basis functions, and thus expressed as some841

‘transition strength’ (basically the square of the atomic decay matrix ele-842

ment) times the respective population numbers. Each term in this expansion843

can be grouped into one of the four categories local decay, ICD, EMTD(2)844

and ETMD(3). Using the further assumption that the transition strengths845

are different between each category, but identical for all individual transi-846

tions within one category, it was possible to arrive at the relative importance847

of each type of transition. An impressive trend showed up: Already in XeF2848

ICD-like amplitudes clearly dominate over the local ones, and are in XeF4849

and XeF6 even superseded by ETMD(3) [53]. The main factor underlying850

these findings is the nature of the strongly electronegative ligands; in most851

other molecules, Auger decay is a mainly local process as stated above.852

Multi-atom resonant photoemission (MARPE) is another process which853

raised the hope of learning about nearest neighbour relationships from elec-854

tron spectroscopy [51]. Here, in bulk metal oxides an influence of core level855

resonances in one atom to Auger emission from the other atom was found.856

These transitions occur at energies of several hundred eV, and local ampli-857
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tudes should be dominant. Indeed, the effect is small but significant. It858

currently is described on a microscopic level as a one-step resonant scatter-859

ing process, or in a macroscopic picture as a frequency-dependent change860

of the constituents dielectric function. In the one-step description, formally861

the same matrix element as in ICD appears, although clad in a Kramers-862

Heisenberg picture.863

Charge exchange and energy transfer are central processes also in the864

diverse field of collision physics. Two representants that are vaguely reminis-865

cent to ICD and/or ETMD are Penning ionization—ionization of gas phase866

or condensed targets by energy transfer from metastable He ions [119]—and867

‘Auger neutralization’, which is an electron emission process occuring after868

the impact of slow ionic projectiles onto bulk surfaces [120, 121]. Both of869

these processes are topics of intense research in their own right, and the ref-870

erences given here are just examples picked from a vast literature. While871

they have in common to ICD (ETMD) that energy (and/or charge) is trans-872

ferred between two systems not chemically bound to each other, there are873

also significant differences. As these are impact processes, transitions occur874

over a range of relative positions of the two interacting systems, and this875

makes a more succinct comparison difficult. On the other hand, research on876

ICD/ETMD is developing rapidly, and it seems quite conceivable that this877

and other fields, such as the ones just mentioned, will in future mutually878

benefit from each other.879
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Figure Captions1150

Figure 1: Sketch of the energy levels relevant for inner valence ICD in a1151

Ne atom (panel a) compared to Ne clusters (panel b). In a cluster, the 2s−1
1152

inner valence vacancy can autoionize into states with two vacancies at two1153

different, preferentially neighouring sites (arrow pointing downward). Exact1154

ionization energies depend on the cluster size and—in larger clusters—on the1155

ionized site (see text). For an atom, only atomic doubly ionized state are1156

available for autoionization, which are located at higher energies however.1157

Autoionization transitions from inner valence singly ionized states into the1158

former are therefore energetically not possible (arrows pointing upward).1159

1160

Figure 2: Sketch of Interatomic Coulombic Decay in a Ne dimer. a) The1161

2s valence level is ionized by a photon. b) A 2p electron relaxes into the va-1162

cancy. The energy released by that is transferred to the neighbouring atom1163

via a virtual photon (see text). Theoretical work shows that these two pro-1164

cesses indeed occur at the same time. c) Two atomic ions with outer valence1165

vacancies have been formed. As the system has been bonded very weakly,1166

their potential curve is plainly repulsive. A Coulomb explosion follows. From1167

[8], Copyright: American Physical Society.1168

1169

Figure 3: Electron kinetic energy distribution after photoionization of a1170

free Ne cluster jet. The contribution of uncondensed monomers has been1171

subtracted, and the kinetic energy dependence of the analyzer transmission1172

has been corrected. Two prominent lines due to Ne 2s photoionization and1173

due to ICD of this vacancy are visible. The minor lines between the two fea-1174

tures are due to 2p correlation satellites [41]. From [22], Copyright: Elsevier.1175

1176
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Figure 4: Qualitative view of the potential curves relevant for an ICD1177

experiment on a neutral rare gas dimer. Eexc is the energy difference to the1178

ground state. The neutral ground state is very weakly bound with a large1179

equilibrium R. Ionization results in a cationic state with a stronger binding,1180

as the positive charge can polarize the other atom (top-most curve). The1181

energy difference between the two states is not drawn to scale. From there,1182

autoionization (ICD) can occur and results in a plainly repulsive state final1183

state. The energy difference leading to ICD normally is small, a few eV at1184

most. Nuclear dynamics in the singly ionized state can compete with ICD.1185

See [4] and references therein.1186

1187

Figure 5: Photoelectron spectrum of large, mixed NeAr clusters (pan-1188

els c, d) and ICD spectrum for decay into Ne+Ar+ final states (panels a,1189

b) [35, 122, 32]. Black symbols show the measured data while continuous1190

lines result from least squares fits. The top row (a,c) shows mixed clusters1191

that are rich in Ar, while clusters in the bottom row (b,d) are rich in Ne.1192

The relative Ar content determined by photoemission is shown in the figure1193

[122, 32], with the Ar content of the gas mixture before expansion given in1194

brackets. Ne photoemission spectra for clusters with high Ar content show1195

only one component, assigned to atoms in surface states on a compact Ar1196

core. For clusters with few Ar a second component in the Ne signal appears1197

at higher binding energy, which is explained by formation of thicker Ne layers1198

with surface states bound to other Ne atoms (green trace). Consequentially,1199

the mixed ICD signal is quenched in panel b) by ICD to Ne+Ne+ final states.1200

Dotted lines mark the binding energies of Ne 2s surface [9] and interface1201

states [32], the letter ’A’ designates the atomic 2s peak.1202

1203
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Figure 6: Intensity of electron pairs recorded after photoionization of a1204

free 〈N〉 = 45 Ne cluster jet at a photon energy of 51.8 eV [27]. The intensity1205

of electron pairs detected in coincidence (panel b), with kinetic energy of the1206

fast electron (e1) recorded on the vertical, and of the slow electron (e2) on1207

the horizontal axis, allows to derive the energy spectrum of ICD (panel a)1208

and the binding energy of the two-hole final states populated in the decay1209

(panel d). The ICD spectrum was produced by summing up the intensity1210

with e1 kinetic energies between 3.15 and 4.15 eV, pertaining to a 2s photo-1211

electron, along the e1 axis. The region is marked by two red bars in panel b.1212

The final state spectrum is obtained by summing up the coincident signal1213

along the lines of constant total energy, at a right angle to the main diagonal1214

of panel b. The gray shaded region is the range of final state energies which1215

is populated by ICD. Panel c: Coincident intensity summed up along the e21216

axis.1217

1218

Figure 7: Intensity of electron pairs recorded in coincidence after pho-1219

toionization of free water clusters (〈N〉 = 200) at a photon energy of 60 eV [16].1220

See Fig. 6 and text.1221

1222

Figure 8: Sketch of the ETMD(3) process: 1. An inner valence electron is1223

ionized (top row), 2. the vacancy is filled by electron transfer from a neigh-1224

bouring atom or molecule, and the released energy ionizes a third cluster1225

constituent (middle row), 3. the system undergoes Coulomb explosion (bot-1226

tom row) [96, 53]. In the ETMD(2) process, both final state vacancies are1227

created in the same consituent of type ‘B’.1228
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